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ABSTRACT

As part of. the current trend toward adopting modern,

objectiverstandardized test methods in evaluating the teaching

of-English as a foreign language (EFL) in the school's of the

Socialist Republic of Romania,_this review of pedagogical lit-.

-erature makes available to the English-reading audience in-

formation thit has appeared in Romanian materials. It describes

and evaluates the traditional testing system used in Romania,

with special attention to EFL testing at all educational levels,

as reported in major jouinals and a few unpublished documents.

The review alms to detail 'the background against which its

author was invited by Romanian educational officials to run

a testing experiment using an American-made objective-standarized

EFL test upon a population of 201 Romanian students of English.

Subjects represented three levels: 12th graders, university

freshmen, and university juniors. The review describes

the conditions of the experiment as well as the basic statistical

information the tests yielded (e.g., Pearson r, interpretative

recommendations based on published norms, atc.). Finally, the

review suggests general guidelines for a grounded theory of

objective testing of EFL in Romania.
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EZMANIAN TESTING PRINCIPLES AND METHODS:.A REVIEW OF AVAILABLE

LITERATURE CONCERNING THE USE OF OBJECTIVE.TESTS OF
ENGLISH Ap A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (EFL)

In the educational system of the Socialist RePublib oE-Ro7

mania a pupirtakes periodic oral and written tests as a part

of the usual structure of lessons in most subject areas. As he

paspes from one major educational stage to the next,he_pupil

undergoes his principal examinations in selected subjects.

(See Figure 1, a schematic design of the current Romanian school

system.) The nature of these various tests, as described in

all available literature, willlbe the subject of the fi:st section
4

of this report. Subsequent sections will outline current trends

in testing English as a foreign language at all educational levels.

The final part will briefly describe the results of the admini-

stration of an American-made standardized objective test of EFL

to 201 Romanian students of English in the spring of 1975.

I. General Attitudes Toward Educational Testing

Both the theory and practice of educational measurement

today in Romania follow the traditional European model in which

"student achievement is evaluated on the basis of classroom per-

formance, on results of periodic oral and written examinations,

and on general behavior. The latter is particularly stressed in

the Communist world where conformity,, discipline, and obedience

are highly valued." (Braham 1972, p. 61)

In recent years, Romanian testing specialists and some teach-

/
6
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ers have carried on a debate concerning types ofamiions

and have even experimented on a limited scale with "objective"

-_tests in hopes of improving the validity, and reliability of

---educational measures. (Cerchez and Cerchez 1976; Noveanu 1976;

Bejenaru 1975; . Zetu 1975) Meanwhile, most practicing classroom

teachers continue to determine student progress on:the basis

of rather impressionistic measures, both in the daily evaluation

of individual'oral recitations in Class, homework assignients,

occasional extemporaneous quizzes, and periodic formal written

examinations, as well as on the occasion of a student's attempt

at the maturity or baccalaureate examination, required of those

who wish to pursue highar education. (Braham 1963, p. 63)

The major acadeilic examinations that face students include

the baccalaureate examination at the completion of the elementary-

secondary cycle of studies, the competitive admissions examina-

tion into higher education, for those who do not enter the labor

force, and the diploma examination upon the completion of the

last year of post-secondary education. (Braham 1972, pp. 61-62,

95-96) Since these milestone examinations follow the pattern

of evaluation described in the previous paragraph as the typical

method of classroom testing, they tend to reinforce traditional'

teEking methods because lower-grade teachfs wish to prepare their

pupils for future evaluations as much in examination protocol as

in material. (See, for instance, Ministerul Iniratamintului 1971,

p. 85, for an outline of the testing formula used in the uni-
.

versity admissions examination for summer 1971.) University in-

7
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structors, too-; tend to _use a cordbinationof impromptu. oral

recitaiions or translations and periodic Written .papers (usually
.

on literary or interpretative topics for thosemijoringin.

maglish) as the basis of the marks they give stdents.

- Indeed the established system of testing virtually 'every

_

subject by a teacher-devised combination of oral and, written
\

questions is so ingrained that university panels whose job is

to screen candidates for admission into speCific fields imitate

the examination style of the elementary and secondary schools

while sometimes complaining that sdch non-objective,\nonstan-

. dardized procedures cannot provide reliable evidence about which

of the multitude of candidates ire best qualified,to fill the

governmentally limited.number of places in each uversity

faculty. (Zetu 1975; Bancila-and Chitpran 1972) Although most

persons concerned with educational evaluation agreetthat the

development of objective tests would be useful at all levels

and for all disciplines (with the exception, perhaps, of art),

the grip of tradition is strong. Even those who advocate stan-

dardized and objective measures of achievement for classroom

evaluation of pupils and for university adMissions procedures

often include very subjective measures under the rubric of

"objective testing." (See Section VI, below.)

II. Testing Trends in English as a Foreign Lahguage

Testing principles and practices in English as a foreign

language to a large extent reflect these mainstream Romanian

8
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attitUdes toward
objective. tests-.

For instance, in a recent teacher's
guide for use in the

teaching -Cif English at the General School level (ages 6-15)--a

text authorized by the Romanian Ministry of Education--the

authors recommend traditional extemporaneous
oral questioning

in class, dictation,
retelling of the textbook assignment, and

translation as forms of objective testing." Admittedly, the

authors worry aloud about the pitfalls of translation,
but be-

yond a cautionary note to the teacher and practice-teacher
they

offer no guidance in how to evaluate
translation so that

validity and reliability
of the measure are achieved. They.

write, "Translation
must be used with care; -the-sentences

to
.

be translated must involve a specific problem of grammar or

vocabulary,
and avoid literary difficultied and structures that

have not been practiced with the pupils." (Galateanu and

Comisel 1975, pp. 130-131)
...-

My own observation
of over a hundred Roman*an classrobm-

teachers of English indicates that the great majority do not

follow this cautionary
note but evaluate translation exercises,

in particular, and recitation
drills, in general, by unspecified

and widely varying standards. Frequently, "literary appreciat5.on"

norms become the standard of measurement.in
what is supposed to

be a grammar,
vocabulary or speaking test. In other words, if,'

we&

in recitation a pupil can parrot literary notions expressed in

the text or offer an original evaluative comment (perhaps in

Romanian),
he is likely to do well. (Bejenaru, 1575) Such an

9
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approach to classroom testing is understandable since-teachers

tend to perpetuate the style of testin4 which they experienced

as students from the elementary ta the university levels.

Furthermore the training teachers receive in pedagogy emphasizes

an elaborate. pattern of,lesson plans but is very sketchy about

4

the Various types of testing procedures that might be suitable
.

for the lessons. It seems taken for granted that teacheis will

intuitively know how

need be mentioned.

the steps of testing

,1

'to ,t_e_st andhat only.general.guidelines,
. -

widely used:pedagogical handbook outlines

ras

follo: (1) announce the topic and scope
.',

. .

of the test, (2) administer the t4t, (3) evaluate the results
I

i

of the test, and (4) igive the next
)

hornework_&ssignment.--(Salade---__

and Munteanu, 1971) .The applicatiofi of these steps is not

developed at length.

III. Two Impressionistic Experiments in.Testing EFL at the
Elementary School Level

//
Two experiments that involved EFL buit did not use reliable

instruments for evaluating their results are dOcumented in the

literature.

OpricaCs (1975) experiment with English tea-Ching methods in

the first grade reports no measure other than a general impresSion

that (a) kindergarten pupils whokave studied any foreign language

are more receptive to foreign Language instruction in first grade

than are those who did not; (b) the use.of direct-method/situation-

context training is. more suitable for pupils ages 6-7 than are

other instructional methods; and (c) as a corollary of (a), if

10
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foreign 1 uage training begins early and cOntinues uninterrup.-

fed through all subsequent school years, the necessaiy conditions

-

to produce functional bilinguals will obtain.
-

Although_Op-rica's project
was-done on a massive scale-75_00

_
_

--

first grade pupils in two schools--the experiment as reported

seems replete with methodological faults: Ea.411 teacher was dir-

ected to use whatefer

the occasion. Oprica

techniques Seemed to him ,best suited to

reports that by rough classification all

the techniques employed were either
. ,

or audio-lingual approach. Classes

total of 200 English words related

those of the direct method

were to be taught about a

to ,concepts they already

knew in their mother tongue - e.g. time, location, colors, etc.

'Although ilot specified, the gauge used to measure the hypothesis

\-

that background in any foreign language makes further foreign

language learning easier seems to have been the percentage of

English terms assimilated by pupils with the background as

compared to the percentage used by pupils without such prior

training. Both groups eXperienced similar treatment in an attempt

to get at psycholinguistic underpinnings to child acquisition of

a second language.

in an eal:lier experiment to evaluate the effect of using

the oral/aural method of teaching Ainglish to elementary pupils

in the first through fourth grades, Dumitrescu and Galateanu

(1970) are not at all clear about how they tested the effective-

ness of the new treatment. Both agree that their separate experi-

ments indicate the suitability of using audio-lingual tech-
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niques in place of traditional grammar-fianslation ones for

-7-

youhg learners of English, but Dumitrescu discusses only the

pattern of drills ihe employed while Galateanu is more-pointed

about testihg but only slightly more informative abou the7aon-
.

ditions of evaluation.

j At the-start of the experiment, Galateanu establighed

piipil groups--one taught by the experimental oral/aural method,

the other by traditional techniques--and at the end of theliyear

she administered identical tests,to the-two groups for cdmpari-
,

)
I,

son4._ Ths first_test_required pupils_to_perform some!ction When

.

given a command in English (to/test listpning.comprehensioni;

in order to test speaking the second required pupils to orally

describe some pictures7-the pthtures are not specified in the

report; the third and fourth tests required pupils to read aloud

,

and then to take down dictatiOn from a familiar text; in the

final test pupils had ta translate a passage from Romanian into

English and another passage from English 1-ito Romanian. \

ance,

Galateanu does not explain hoW she evaluated each .perfOr-
,

but she concludes that the experimental group did better
-

on the command, description and reading tests and the control

group excelled on tak4pg dictation and doing translation.

Galateanu seems surprised and'pleased by the resulfs, without

realizing that the two groups simply did better on those tasks .

which they had studied.

12
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D.*

...

in Oblective Testing of am on the

*sn lUva 11973) elalZrated an En. achievement test follow-

sums seggestioas regardingeljective test format from Ledo

.:1941) amd *orris (1949), the result demoestrated both her mis-

pmderstanding of objective tests and her underlyimg concera for

testing Some matters WittandIadA to langaage Silves

experiment. the only reported extensive use of an objective

test of wt. in Nomania. exemplifies the low degree to-whiCh 'vend

and reliable measures have

tostinv.

A. The pi4esi n

atipted to Romanian classroom

first and second trimesters of the 1971-72 Aca-

dian:lc yeas Silva edministered four brief,multiple-choice style

tests tO youag supjects who belonged to two 9th grade elementary

Seglish classes 4 the same lyceum for constructice workers in

.1Wohlareet.- Vest dates were in October and November 1971 and

rebruary amd Parch 1272. At ope pctint in her report Silva says

4 there were 40 subjects. yet Later she reports data on only 40--

A
cue class of 214 the other of 11. ,

Silva set her experimental goals in the (orm of five questions:

(I) What exactly should be ted?

(2) MJW 144ould it be tested?

(2) Now can thelobjectives of the school syllabus
t
be

reconciled with an Objective test?

13
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Alb 4111.

(4) Saw night the pupils be psychologically prepared
for, the test?

(5) Sow will the test be structured?

In an analysis of.the types of errors each pupil had made

a traditional written translation pretest and on a series of

imellor oral reoliations, Silva categorised the mistakes Wang,

OdursIs° (leite p. 11) chart of language skills and components.

ThabC *rear types were then used as the baits of constructing

four tegt-itss multiple-choice tests.

lhu only test in the series that Silva describes was con-

structed in the following sannata after sriewing material in

two SritiSh tests (aoray 1044 and Alexander 1370) and in the

two chapters of the ils' textbook which in her opinion treated

specific problems that occurred in the pretest, Silve devised a

tea-item multiple-choice test covering verb forme (modality,

t, interrogative-negative and past tense) and vocabulary

types (oumeralsi names of days, and prepositional units). Taking

into consideration all she had analysed and preliminary pupil

reaction to perticipating in a non-trabitional testing expenhent--

they were enthusiastic, sbe reportsSilva alloted 100 points to

the tests 13 points each to the verb strut:tare Items and S to 7

poiats to the 4 vocabulary questions.

Wore administering this test to the subjects. Silva spent

oomikiderable time familiarising them with the format of a multiple-

choice test. She says that *be uodeled th new-style test question

1 1
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by writing the following item on the board: (The *correct* answer

is under:soared.)

When the teacher
comes in the pupils

i. Stand up
2. Sit down
3. Don't care

The pupils wore given ten minutes to take each test in the series.

During the remaind4r of the hour, the pupils were asked to check

their answers and *typical grammatical errors were explained on

the board with what Silva calls *different structural exercises.'

The principal conclusions which Silva draws from the experi-

ment include the following:

(a) The tests are maximally economical in the time it

takes to check knowledge and to determine *objective

grades for a large number of pupils:*

(b) The tests stimulate weak stpoinnts to be prompt and,

to persevere in their studies:

(c) The tests are accepted by the pupils as a normal

part of the process of the lessons

(d) Zrrors diminish in successive administrationeof

the tests;

(e) The tests stimulate independent pupil activity and

creativity in class work;

(f) The tests are new, .icient and logical, and they

increase the efficient assieulation of a*fureign

language:

(g) The tests do not require special efforts and fro

a technical point of view, are easy tc construct.
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X. Observations on the Test Design

Silvass honest attempt to develop a series of objective

tests'of NFL is seriously flawed by a basic mis.anderstanding or

lack of awareness of content validity, test reliability and-pre-

test and cr.ntrol group criteria. The fact that levels of diffi-

culty, discrimination ami point value for each item were deter-

mined before each test-was administered (ou the basis of errors

pupils made on quite divergent translation and recitation pretests)

s'ggests the degree of confusion about item analysis built into

the test.

Needless to say, besides booing more a test of comportmonit

in MOSitain society than a test of the Wnglish languagi, the

item used to familiarize pupils with the multiple-choice type

question is a poor one since each choice can be defesded on

syntactic and semantic grounds. Nevertheless, Silva argues that

a test constructed of such items, among other things, permits

the most objective grading possible.° (p. 70) Furthermore, many

at the tan items used on tie verbtvocabulary test also contain

similar construction Problems. Tor instance, the following items

are typical. item format is Silva's:

You finished your lessons; now

you go to the cinema.

What time is it?

16

1 . can
2. vs
3.

1. a quarter to foul

2. twenty to three
3. twenty to two
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What is the third day of 1. Tuesday

the week? 2. Thursday
3. Wednesday.

Although in her conclusions Silva claims that the results

of later tests show students to be getting better in English,

given these types of questions (so arbitrary or obvious in their

answers), one wonders how valid or reliable Silva's findings are.

The fact that so few items are used to cover such a broad range

of grammatical and lexical concerus is itself enough-to raise

serious question.

Interestingly, Silva is cariful in her report in figuring

the percentage of students in each class who missed each test

item. (She does not consider how many selected each choice,

however.) In one instance she ignores the fact that one question

is missed by 79% in 0Q, class and by. 100% in the other class and

she lumps together the scores on this very difiicult item with

the much better scores on the next toio items (all three of which

deal with modal verbs), and then concludes that °the structural

grammatical elements of the Modal form (questions 1, 2, 3) have

been assimilated by approximately half of the total pluils.*

(ip: 71) Three itemseven well constructed ones--can hard/y be

in adequate measure of mastery of any point of grammar. One

*ceders, too, how much of the 'Hawthorne effect° was involved

in the putative improvement the series of tests shows. .

Silva's elaborate preparation of the test format reveals

a willingness on the pari of some Romanian English teachers to

bruit away froi traditional
forms of testing. Wer conclusions

17
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clearly overstate the case and perhaps may even mislead others

into placing false trust in poorly constructed measures--con-

clusion (2) is especially insidious. (See p. 10, above.)

V. The Experimental &missions Test at University of Cluj

Silva's confusion about the purposes and requirements of

\\ objective testiar is common among Romanian English teachers, but

it is harder to docuMent. Many assume that a question which asks

a pupil to give a short answer or to fill in a blank is ipso facto

good objective item.

Xn 1974, for instance, the Departments of English and Teach-

ing Methods at the University of Cluj experimented with an sob- ,

jective tóst."1 In it, students were presented with an unidenti-

fied 200-word passage from Daniel Defoe's novel Robinson Crusoe

and then asked 20 of tha following sort of questions. Total test

value was set at 12$ points:

Item S. Give the essence of the
--Taiment in 5-6 sentences!

(6 points)

2tem S. Wbat literary tread
does this work belong to
and why7

(3 points)

(10 lines
supplied)

(4 lines
supplied)

1
The results of the experiment were never pubilisned. Av li-

fomation about the nature ot the test comes from personal tnowso...*:

cation with its author, !Ma Aemlyen.
2 is
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Item 9. Pick out from the text
five words containing .

Ca]
Model: come

the (A3 sound. Under-
line the totters by which
these sounds are repre- (S lines

sentedt supplied)

(5 points)

Item 15. Translatel: I laid wait in 'this manner for
them.

(2 points)

Although these items are poor objective queitions, they

provide rather good examples of the oral recitation\style of

testing commonly used by classroom teachers to deterrne a pupil's

trimester grade. In fact, the Cldj questions are typical of the

seript followed inrthe traditional Romanian oral'eXamination in

SPL, both in classroom settings and in university admissions

competition. If for a variety of reasons unrelated to his actual

command of thematerial (e.g., illness, distraction, fear) he does

poorly in answering the oral qUestions, a pupil might receive a

low or failing mark. (On the Romanian grading scale of 1 to 10,

1 isrlowest, 10 highest; S is a minimum paising mark on any test

alt any level.) Or if the examiner is inattentive (a special.pro-

blem in university admissions oxaminations when 'the examinihg

panel mAght question SO candid& es in one day) or prefers a dif-

ferent sytlistic manner of translation, again thereliability

of the test score given is questionable.

In oral testing teachers usuallyi!ake °holistic° judgments;

in any event, it is rarely clear that the examiner is focusing

tmtawnrceiticelar items'of the recitation since pupil responses

19
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are often interspersed with teacher comments on a wide range

of phonological, lexical, syntactic, biographical, literary, or

critical issues which may suggest themselves during the oral

testing. Most examiners with whom I have spoken say that their

aim in oral testing is to examine the material of the lessons

just studied (an amorphous goal); few have specific strategies

for questioning.

VI. Criticism, Defense and Attempted Modifications of Some

Traditional Forms of Testing

Romanian texts on methodology of teaching that discuss

objective tests as good classroom teaching and evaluation in-

struments (Semlyen 1967; Semlyen and Fi.limon 1973; Galateanu

and Comisel 1975) dO not have wide success in getting English

teachers to replace or modify the traditional individual oral

test (including the verbatim recitation of a memorized portion

from the textbook), and to avoid impressionistic judgments

about proficienty in English based on a complex of teacher con-

terns from tone of voice to posture. The trimester mark which

each pupil,receives continues to be the average of the scores

he receives in such recitation opportunities and the grade he

receives on a normally loosely defined written paper in,which

hiEmay be asked to translate a passage, disCass a literary or

social theme that was covered in the textuook, or respond to

four or five precise questions. (Munteanu 1971,. pp. 138-139)

20
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The most serious practical constraint on the use of ob-

jective tests in Romanian schools--a constralnt which is not,

written about--is the prohibition on duplicating any unofficial

document in more than 10 to 15 copies. Old duplicating machines

exist in some schools, but not for regular teacher use. In such

circumstances, most teachers are deterred from creating tests

.f that are useful only in multiple copies, since gaining approval

tAt

Plb;

4101:

from the proper agents (the Ministry of Propaganda) is an in-

volved process, as I personally know. In'light of this lact, Silva

.might be less harshly criticized than others for having only ten.
A

items on each of,her tests. If she Aid not apply,for bureau-

cratic approval to use a duplicating machine, she probably iyped

each test1.6-8 copies at a time.

In reviewing variable measures of student learning, Sejenaru

(1975) singles out and criticizes the limitations of the Romanian

traditional oral testing methods in the following way:

(1) Pupils tend to recite verbatim from the textbook .

(2) Teachers tend to create ad hoc questions in a
willy-nilly fashion.

.(3) 'Altiere is time to quiz only 3 or 4 pupils per
. .

. ess meeting while the other 30-35 remain
:.10eissive on-lookers.

(411- Sam pupils perform poorly under psychologocal
-0%.0..700tress when being cross-examined at the board

Am`..froht of their peers or alone in the un-

-.' -Aemillar surroundings of the teachers' room.
4.

IVAegree of subjectivity enters the evaluation
Vatemal tests.

.! t.,

21
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Moat practical teachers agree with Bejenaru's observations, but

because of legal and physical constraints they are not able to

experiment with test styles that require individual copies of

objective questions for Pach examinee. Consequently, experimen-

tation with objective tests is for all practical purposes limited

to researchers in pedagogy, for whom duplication of materials,

while not easy, is less difficult.

Some testing researcheis have chosen to experiment with

developing better inter-reader reliability for traditional essay-

type tests, administered once a term and involving about 5 questions

for which pupils are given from 3'to 4 minutes per question to

sorit:A precise fact-bearing answers from material they have studied.

'Such an experiment by Cerchez and Cerchez (1976), of course,

mmoided the constraLnt of having to have multiple copies of ob-

jective tests. It elid follow a carefully developed plan in which
4

ever a four year period (1971-75) all teachers in an agricultural

Atigh school, except for physical education staff, participated.

ems group of teachers was trained to read and grade pupil esscys

tgiven two times each year).by a dilscrete-point scale developed

jointly by the researchers and the teachers. The other group of

taacher-readers evaluated the same essays (which were anonymously

coded) by the traditional 'holistic° method Romanian instructors

.use. Each essay was reviewed indspendently by.2 or 3 readers

film each group, and group composite grades were established by

averaging the separate narks. By correlating the two sets of
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grades on 2,162 written tests, Cerchez and Cerchez found that

it .is possible to trace a pupil'sacademic progress more care-

fully by a less impressionistic, more systematic method's:3f

evaluation, but they hasten to say that both forms of grading

are necessary since some aspects of progress are hard to quantify.

Cerchez and Cerchez do not indicate if English was taught in the

school where the experiment occurred.

An experiment related to Cerchez and Cerchez's is reported

by Simionescu (1975). /n this case themes writtenon Romanian

litirary topics were graded by a discrete-point system, and

although Simionescu is sketchy about how many readers considered

each essay (she only refers to'"teacher" in tee singular), shit

reports that on the whole there is.a stong correlation between

the scores pupils said they thought they would earn and the marks

the 'Assays were given. Like Cerchez and Cerchez, Simionescu

argues that both precise and "holistic" grading should be done

in Romanipn schools since written work represents mastery of

distinct skills (e.g., punctuation, organization, handwriting)

and the integration of these skills. The theme topics and the

discrete-point scale Simionescu uses reveal her research design 2

For a freshman class at a high school for training elementary

school teachers, Simionescu designated the topic "Sadoveanu:

Famous Writer of Our Nation"; for the sophomore class in the same

school the topic was "Folklore: Fountain of Inspiration in the

Wbrks of Mihail Eminescu"; and for Ole senior-class the assigned

23
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subject was "George Calinescu: Historian and Literary Critic."

All essay were to be written in Romanian.

A grading scale was devised to agree with the usual 10-

point one used in Romanian schools. The specific areas used

in evaluation were: (a) handling of content-0 to 5 points;

(b) ability to synthesize and identify major issues-0 to 1 point;

(c) organization-0 to 1 point; (d) style, orthography and.physical

appearance-0 to 2 points; (e) personal writing style, imagination

and unusual sensitiyity-0 to 1 point. As is obvious from the

issues singled out for grading, a,good deal of attention was

given to matters of style and literary perception. These same

concerns doTinate the judgment of many EFL teachers who test

through written assignments.

There are no reported cases of any attemptto standardize

the marking of written papers in EFL classes. However, some

sense of the practice of essay marking can be gained from the

writings by Levitchi (1971, 1972, 1973a, 197.1b, 1975), who

advocates extensive use of translation in teaching and testing

Ela. and yho exerts a profound influence upon the state of English

studies in Romania.

Teachers at every level of instruction use "the Levitchi

style," consciously or unconsciously, by frequently employing

grammar-translation methods in evaluating student performance even

in what are presumed to be language vJasses. Experiments such

as those of Dumitrescu and dalateanu, described above, and descrip-

2,1
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tions of experiments-in modified audio-lingual methods such as

given by Semlyen and Dragos (1971) are intended mote to counter-

balance these pervasive grammar-translation methods than to de-

s

velop serious research designs and experimental testing measures.

Nevertheless, complaints about testing are surfacing. A

significant case of such a reevaluation of traditional testing

procedures in EFL is reported in Bancila ana Chitoran (1972).

In their description of the English university entrance examina-

tion given at Bucharest in July 1971 to 685 candidates, these

two members of the examining committee severely criticize the

widespread . use of translation and "literary appreciation" of

texts in high schools to the detriment of students' learning how

to use English in natural, communicative situations. Bancila

and Chitoran, who is Professor of English and Dean of the Faculty

of Germanic Languages at the University of Bucharest, conclude

1

2

`from the types of errors.candidates committed during the examina-
,

tion that methods o\f teaching and testing English in pre-university

'classes must be changed.

Interestingly, along with their critlque of the candidates'

preparation in English, Bancila and Chitoran give the most de-

tailed description available in the literature of the protocol and

types of questions used in EFL testing in Romania:

The written part of the examination consisted of

two parts:

1. the consideration of a chosen composition

topic;

2. the translation from Romanian into Eng1:-A:

of 12 Sentences and statements.

9ri
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The oral'examination consisted of three parts:

1. reading and translation of an excerpt
from one of the &elections contained in
the textbooks for the llth and 12th
grades identified in the Program of
Studies for the Admissions Examinations j
lexical and grammatical analysis of some
wordp or underlined passages in the text. .

2. the transaltion from Romanian into English
of two or three,short sentences.,

3. discussion of a literary topic connected
with the authors and works mentioned in
the Admissions Program.

Although their discussion does not specify it, anyone

familiar with Romanian university entrance examinations knows that

as each student enteks the examination ioom in turn, he draws his.

specific. questions from a pool of question tickets on tha

before the examining panel, and then he has fifteen or twenty

minutes to prepare-his oial responses at the back of the room

while the candidate before him is being examined. The pool,of-

questions contains items of varying difficulty, written by differ-

ent members of the examining panel, on a wide range of topics

based on the announced chapters of standard high school English

textbooks. These announcements are publicized through the Entrance

Examinations Catalogue published annually by the Ministry, of Educa-.

tion (flinisterul Invatamintului, 1971, pp.-205-206 specify the

material to be covered for English in the JUly 1971 sessions at all-

Romanian universities).

The Bancila-Chitoran report also offers as an appendix a,

copy of the essay questions that were used and a fulr copy of the
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Somalian sentences which were to.be rndered into English:

Discuss one of the following -i.opics:

--Symbols of liberty in 19th century English poetry."

-The real measure of man in a socialist society is

his work and his _respect for.the working people.

The twelve Romanian seniences for translation represent typical

ll-snqt!kral'and lexical problems for Romanian learners of English,

but they do isot form a coherent.paragraph. Furthermore, several

of them are drawn from the s#andard treasury of grammar-translation

sentences that are often used as syntactic and semantic mazes in
?

EFL classroom instruction.

In a word, then, while the few objective tests experimented

-with in Romanian EFL settings contain serious flaws

and assumptiont, traditional essay examinations also

questionable as valid, reliable measures of student

English, excepin isolated experiments.

VII. An American Experiment with an Objective

Test of EFL in 2tomania

in construction

continue to be

performance in

An intensifying national debate over the nature and adequa.cy

of traditional evaluation procedures manifested itself in a signif-

icant conference on university entrance
examinations held at the

University of Cisij-Napoca on 7 December 1974. Reporting on the

events-A the conference, Constantin (1975) notes that the pedagog-

ical specialists in attendance discussed at length the adoption of

objective
standardized tests to replace the usual oral examination

and Written paper used to select from among the best candidatots those

who were to fill the limited classes in each discipline.

2 7
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After consideretion of theoretical and practical issues re-

garding objective tests (e&g.. Could sur.:12 tests be acre reliable

than traditional examinations as'iseasures of overall proficiency

and aptitude? Wre entrance examinations of any sort redundant

with the bacca ureate examination at the end of the lyceum? lolouLd

it be pos 1 to duplicate objective tests in sufficient numbers?),

the conferees.generally agreed to urge 'the judicious use of stand-

ardized tests, but only when conditions were most favorable. Cp.58)

They also recommended careful research in the development of tests

whiCh would enhance the selection of'candidates for university study.

In January 1975, in the wake of this conference on testin.g, I

arrived at the University of Cluj-Napoca with three of my students

from Stockton State College, Pomona, New .Tersey, having been invited

by the Rector of-the University.to organize a jointaerican-Romiinian

TEFL team which would develop A set of visual aids for use in teach-

ing English in Romania.

At our first audience with him, the Rector asked us toadmim-'

#

inter an objective standardizeddiest of EFL which had been produced

in America to students who were majoring in English at the university.

He had heard that such American-style tests were often used to de-

termine if applicants to higher education in the United States,uere

prepared foe admission, and he wished to see if these tests would be

helpful in the Romanian situation. He volunteered the full cooper-

ation of the university.

2 8
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As we later discovered, members of the University English

Department were not as sanguine about the project since, it appear-

ed*.tbey resented being told by the Rector without conzultation:

that foreigners--native EngIish-speaking ones at that--would be

testing their students. Perhaps a portion of the indifference

we met was caused by fear that students deemed well-prepared in

English by the Department might do poorly on the test.

Our explanation of the purpose of the test, its limitaticns,

and the format of administration,delivered at a meeting of the

English Department, received a cool welcome. Nevertheless, each

faculty member wanted a personal copy of the test. When we ex-

plained that we had just enough copies for the testing and that

customary security precautions prohibited a wide distribution of

test copies, there was even less interest in the experiment among

some high ranking members of the Department?

With the aid of the Dean of the Faculty of Philology, we

'elected two groups to test* all freshman and junior English majors,

and we also received appreval fro.7% the County Inspector of Schools

2
One of our secret concerns was that it is not uncommon for some

Romanian instructors out of the best of motives to share examination

questions with favorite students before evaluation sessions so they et

do well. We feared that no reliable conclusions could be drawn from I

experiment if security were breached. What we lost in cooperation frc

some, we gained from others recognizing, perhaps for the first time, I

an objective test must be reliably administered.

2 9
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to test a group of 12th graders at a special English schOo/ in

the city of Cluj.

A. The Sdbjects

group of 43 twelfth grade pupils at Lyceum Hr. 1, "Ady-

Sincal," was selected with about an equal number of subjects who

were in the humanities (20 subjects) and science (23 subjects)

tracks. Most were girls; only 7 of the total were boys.3 All

had spent three and a half years at "Ady-Sincai," where,a native

English-speaking British teacher had been teaching conversation

sections to all the pupils for a ygar and a half as part of the

usual courses in English, sciences and art (taught in English),

and French (the second foreign language for all the subjects in

the experiment). Lyceum Nrel is a special English school (one of

two in the country) in which many of the regular subject matter

classes are taught in English. There are parallel French, Russian,

and German special schools. Admission to all special schools is

highly competitive. Twenty-five of the 43 subjects had studied

English in school for 8 years, 7 toy 5 years, 6 for 4 years,'3 for

7 years and 1 each for 6 years and 10 years. The maternal tongue of

37 of the pupils was Romanian, 5 Hunarian, and 1 Saxon German.

The group of 91 university freshman English majors included

IIIMMIImilm

3
.In Romania most language specialists are women since men are ex-

pected to enter a trade or science. Because it is a special English
school, "Ady-Sincai's" enrollment is not typical of that of most Romania
high schools, but is representative of the female/male distribution of

groups which major in English.
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some who came from various high schools thronghout Romania, but

moot were from the region of Tranpylvania. Forty-six had French

as their academic minor, 16 Romanian, 11 German, 7 Hungarian, 6

Russian, and 5 did nit identify their minor language. One subject

had studied English for 14 years, 5 for,10 years, 10 for 9 years,

29 for 8 years, 2 for 7 years, 6 for 6 years, 14 fo'r 5 years,-17 for

4 years, 3 for 3 years, 2 for only 2-years, and 2 did not indicate

the time they had studied English formally. All but 12 of the:

freshmen subjects were female.

Of the university junior group of 67 subjects, 50 were first-,

language Romanian speakers, 13 had Hungarian as their maternal lang71.

uage, and 4 indicated that Saxon German was their first language.

The academic minor language for 29 of the juniors was French, for
%

16 German, for 13 Romanian, for 5 Russian, and for 4 Hungarian.

Among the subjects, 25 had studied English in school for 7 years,

12 for 1/. years, 8 for 6 years, 7 for 8 years, 5 for 10 years, 4

for 9 years, 3 for 5 years, and 1 each for 14, 12, and 3 years.

There were 10 male students in the experimental group.

B.'The Instruments

Form B (Revised 1965) of the Michigan Test of English Lang-

uage Proficiency (PMELP) was selected mainly for the following

reasons: (1) It is a standardized objective test with a respectable

reliability coefficient (Spearman-Brown: .965 and Kuder-Richardc:,,:
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.S94), Standard Error of Measurement (S-B: 3.35 and R-R: 3.54),

and mean raw scores when administered to two 'worming groups (4 =

75.35, on a group of 150 applicants to American universities, and

= 81.44, on a group of 100 recommended applicants to American

universities). (2) Zt has reasonable content and construct validity,

as described in the Manual accompanying the test,.and contains

objectively scored items on grammar (40 multiple-choice, short

context questions), vocabulary (40 multiple-choice substitution and

sele:Alon or-fill-in-the-blank items), and reading (four 200-word

paragraphs followed by five multiple-choice items that can be answered

correctly only if the subject has understood the paragraphs.)(3) The

test Manual provides for the grouping of subjects by equated scores

on predictive norms established by the University of Michigan for

admitting foreign students into restricted or unrestricted curricular

seqtences. (4) The test fit the available time in the Romanian

schedule of classes, and sufficient test materials were available

for the size of the groups to be tested.

Because it,seemed desirable to test the subjects' listening

comprehension and because the MTELP does not contain an aural com-

prehensicn subtest, the first part (20 items) of the 1972 edition

of the Michigan English Placement Test (MPT) was selected. Further-

more, since the MPT is a non-diagnostic, objectively scored test

designed for quick placement of non-native English speaking students

into homogeneous ability groups, it was decided to keep the scores

3 2
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earned on the MPT separate-from those earned on the MTELP, and

to use the MPT scores as very rough indicators of the aural com-

prehension ability of the total test population. The fact that

MPT containes only 20 items on listening and has not been normed

added weight to this decision. The longer and normed Michigan Test

of Aural Comprehension, Form A, was considered for use but rejected

since the time alloted for test sessions was only two hours. The

listening items on the MPT are of twootypes: questions that re-

quire selection of an appropriate reply from three choices and

statements for which a suitable paraphrase has to be selected from

three choices.

C. The Test Administration and Scoring

Each subject was give a personal copy of the sample questions

and answer sheet that accompanies the MTELP in order to familiarize

herself with the format of the test. With the approval of the Chair-

woman of the English Department and senior professors, instructors

who were greatly interested in the experiment went over the sample

question and answer sheet with seminar-size groups of subjects (about

20 persons) two days before the adminiptration of the tests. In

the high school similar familiarizationsessions were held by the

English teachers. All those who conducted these sessions had them-

selves had an earlier familiarization session with the American

members of the experiment.

Tte three test groups were administered the tests under as nearly
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similar conditions as possible on three separate dates: Univer-

sity freshmen were tested on 31 January 1975, University juniors

on 6 February 1975, and high school seniors on 10 February 1975.

During the testing special care was taken to prevent cheating (a

customary habit among same students that Romanian teachers tend to

overlook) by having the two American Fulbright lecturers in the

English Department assist in the proctoring along wit17 the few

Romanian faculty, members who,came. Also, a tests and measurements

Romanian specialist from the University's Psychology Department

introduced the test procedure in Romanian to ensure that everyone

understood what was to be*done.

The MPT was administered first according io the precise directions

_

in the test Manual. Some ranking members o the English Depart -

ment had objected to my plan to give theloral cues myself on the

grounds that the students' ears were notl,accustomed to my native

pronundiation of American English, but I'decided the objection was

not substantial since university English 'students at Cluj had had

exposure to native-speaking American Fulbt\ight lecturers since 1970.

In con trast, the teachers at the high schoOl were eager for me to

speak the cuessince they felt that their pupils should be able.t6....

understand a native, having taken conversation classes with thei

British Cacher and having listened to American voices on audio tapes

in classes.

The scoring of the answer sheets was dorel immediately after

each of the three adMinistrationE. A team of graeers composed vf
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senior psychology majors who had studied testing theOry was

hand-piaked for dependability and concern for professional con-

fidence by the university psychologist who helped administer the

tests. I personally supervised the scoring.

Preliminary analysis of the test results was done on a Roman-

ian computer program (FM= C-.256), but because more elaborate

use of computer facilities in Romania was unauthorized (computer

centerLA are carefully guarded), these preliminary calculations

were check in the United States on programs in SPSS (Nie'1975);

statistics calculated by jand have,been based on Fayne (1968).

D. Discussion of the Results

The Spearman-Brown split half reliability coefficient_was

computed on the obtained data for the 100-item.MTELP and.the results

are as follows: r = .813, wlth a SE Meas of 3.59; raw total mean =

75.53. with a SD of 9.93 and N of 201.

For the 20-item MPT Listening Subtest, r = .6468 SEmeas = 1.68,

.the raw total mean = 15.67, with a SD of 2.57 and N of 201.

The loW r for the MPT Subtest was expected and suggests that

no great confidence can be placed in the Subtest results. While

a higher x for the MTELP would be desirable, we can still use the

test results with a relatively high degree of confidence since

"most reliability coefficients over .70 are probably within an

acceptable range." (Payne 1968, p. 136)
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TAble-1 (at back) displays statistics'on test results by

claLs level and by subtest, raw total, and equated total scores.

Equated scores represent raw total scores transformed to be:equiv-
.,

alent-to-marks earned on Form A of the MWELP and on Form A of the

Michigan Test of Aural Comprehension by a norming group of 284

foreign students at the University of Kansas and the University of

Michigan in 1961.

Tests run on the between-level differences on subtezt scores

made by the Romanian test popluation reveal no significant dif-
i

ferences except between mean reading scores earned by the 12th Grad-
-

,ers and the University Juniore-(Table 1 Column D). Significance

level = .05 -(Buchanan 1974, pp. 95-97). As- a result, for all prac-
.,

tical purposes the data yielded by the three test groups can be

considered together since the Standard Error of Measurement of the

test instrument can account for variance between observed and true

scores. SE--meas = 3.35. Thus, the part scores and standard devia--
tions for the entire test population_might be respresented as in

the following Table:

Summary of Means and Standard Deviations for All Groups

= 201

Section of the MTELP and MPT Items Mean Score SD

YTELP Grammar Subtest 40 33.78 3.84

,WELP Vocabulary Subtest 40 29.25 4.19

MTUP Reading Subtest 20 12.55 3.93

MTELP Raw TOtal aoo 75.53 9.93

MTELP Equated Total
r'

100 80.14 8.63

MPT Listening Subtest 20 15.67 2.57

Table 2 36
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The SD noted in each cell of Table 1.suggests the spread

of the scores away from the mean for each grade level. A

f-
smaller SD represents a tighter clustering of scores about the

Mean. , One Might expect 'the scores of ç advanced students .

to gather nearer the mean, as weaker students either improve

orrOp but, and, In fact, observation shows this-to be so in

most cases. The fact that the SD for.University Freshmen some-

times'is larger than the equivalent SD for 12th Graders in high

school (hence a broader spread of scores among the University

group), might be understood as a result of a more heterogeneous

grouping of University Freshmen, most of whom had not.stud!.ed

in special English schools like-4'Ady-Sincai."

Table 3 displays Pearson correlation coefficients for

part and total scores on the tests. Among the subtest scores

of the MTELP the strongest correlation occurs, as one might

expect, between vocabulary and reading scores: r = .5897.

Overall, the correlations among part-scores of the MTELP are

all substantial or marked and indicate that each part is function-

ing to measure different English-language abilities in the test

population. The strongest relationship between any single part-

score on the MTELP and the MPT Listening Comprehension SUbtest

involves the Grammir section of the MTELP: r = .3129. This

coefficient suggests a slight relationship between what the two

subtests are measuring, yet as we said above, because of the .

low reliability of the 20-item Listening Subtest this correlation

cannot be trusted.
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Finalli, Table 4 interprets the MTELP equated total scores

by class using the English language proficiency norms dweloped

at the University of Michigan over many years._ (MPT Lis-fning'
.

scores do not have a bearing here.) Because the MTELP is not

a test-of students' achievement in a particular course of studies

but a general estimate of English language proficiency, the

equated total scores can be used as guides to a-student's lability

to pursue academic work at an American,university. The proficiency

norms developed at Michigan, where large numbers of non-native

speakers of English have studied, serve the function of distin-

guishing the level of English proficiency a student needs in

order to have a
reasonable'chance of success in different ae:ademic

programs in an Ameri6an-university. The recommendations by

degree programs in Table 4 are based on the relationship between-

academic performance by the norming group during--the first

semester of study and their scores on the Michigan battery. Table

4 shows the number and percentage of the Romanian subjects by

class who scored in each recommended range for the three American

curricular levels: Group I: Undergraduates in liberal arts and

education. Group II: Graduates and undergraduates in engineering,

mathematics and scientific fields that depend heavily on laboratory

work. Group III: Graduate humanities and social sciences (English

and American literature, law, political science, philosophy, etc.).

As one might anticipate, a higher percentage of university juniors

would be considered for acceptance by most schools at the University

of Michigan than of university freshmen, and a higher percentage of

university freshmen than of high school 12th graders.
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E. Interpretations and Conclusions

One of the most interesting facts sdrfacing from the

data provided by the tests taken by the.201 Romanians is that

there is no significant difference in the quality of performance

on the tests by university English majors and by higkschool

12th graders who have studied for fol.= years in a special English

school.

At first glance this fact might suggest that little ox

progress in English proficiency occurs during university_training.

However, when one remembers that the pupils in "AdY-Sincai"

were receiving special language treatment--a curriculum in which

English is the language of instruction for"many subject-matter

courses as well as in the conversation course taught by a native

speaker of English--and when one "further recalls that most

university English majors had not attended such a special English

school prior to.matriculation, it seems that the university

students were able to reach through their training the levqk of

proficiency achieved in the special English school, or conversely,

that the experiences of English training in a special school like

"Ady-Sincai" is of university caliber.

If the MTELP were administered to another group of English

pupils who were comparable to the "Ady-Hincai" pupils in every

"re-spect except that they were not in a special English school

(and/or to an entering class of university English majors), and

if a parallel form of the MTELP were administered to the ori al

91 University Freshman subjects

3 9
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this hypothesis could be checked.

Finally, in their pursuit of more reliable measures in

testing, Romanian researchers might focus on the degree of
-7

proficiency in English of pupils in special schools as oppc(sed

;to'tbat of pupils in schools following more traditional pro-

!

grams. If repeated objective testing reveals or group to be

significantly better prepared than the other, tile adoption of

standarized evaluation measures could have an ipportant effect

not only upon the university entrance examinatirn but also

\upon day-to-day classroom practice.
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;kW to Table 1

12611mdits wore from Lyceum Nr. 1, "Adyiinceiw in Cluj, Romania. University students

In el NO MOM at the University of Cluj, labettiolyai," Faculty of Philology.

This portion of the testbattery vas taken from the 1972 edition of theMichipn English

Phone* Tat by Ivy Spoon et al.

3 Maas lin Orommtv, *oho lamed Reading Comiirebetwion together form thoentim

tottery entitiod the 1NchiginTest of English Lapp Profidency, Fenn B (Revised, 1965),

traohn Upshot et

4 Romanian lades nmr on I scale of 1 (the lovast) to 10 (the hiØwst). Five is considered

,
tho minimum posirl rod. The mean high school averages for the two university student

groups Imre compiled from words of complete high school transcripts on file in tkeoffice

of the 0 of the Faculty of Philology, labetflolyer University. Di mean map for

the 12th us hosed cm the Fell 1974 semester grade in English, the only 'mark on

tile in the of the Director of Lyceum ?Ir. 1,

wm band on the cumulative record in English for each student Thvz the mean

f o ref u n h a r s c o v e r s t h e m ot i n English studies over 21i yearswhile that for Freshmen is the

wed iarkenwoit for only the first :foster of English. Apia, 10 is the highest mirk

dstcan maim Sissmnmngscor,.
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Pearson Correlation
Coefficiento for Part, Total Raw,

and Total Equated Scores On the MTELP and on the Listen-

ing Comprehension
Subtest of the MPT for Cluj Subjects

*I 201

Section on the

MTELP and VT (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) MTELP Grammar 1.00 .5367 .4997 .8084 .8127 .3129

(40 items)

(2) MiELP Vocabulary 1.00 .5897 .8527 ,8417 .1922*

(40 items) '

(3) MTELP leading

(20 items)

1.00 .8342 .8258 .2842

(4) MTELP Raw Total
1,00 .9936 .3105

(100 item)

(5) MI, Equated Total

(100 items)

(6) MP? Listening Comprehension

(20 itets)

1.00 .3018

1.00

p .001 unless otherwise noted

*p * .006 50
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